1997 honda civic firing order diagram

When your valves need to be adjusted some of the symptoms can be excessive valvetrain
noise, smog fail HC, a small drop in performance, driveability, and fuel economy. If your valve
lash is too tight it can cause you to wear down the cam resulting in a costly repair not to
mention lots of metal shavings circulating through your engine. According to the manual, you
should adjust the valves every 12 months or 15, miles. You will also need to perform a valve
adjustment if you loosen the head bolts for any reason ie mini-me or headgasket change ,
change the cam, or disassemble the valvetrain. The engine must be stone cold. Let the car sit
overnight. Note - you can't do a valve adjustment on a head before you install it on the block
because torquing it down will change the thickness of the head. Pull the ebrake, put the car in
neutral, chock a rear wheel, jack up the front end, put a jackstand under the driver's front jack
point, let the car down, pop the hood. Remove the driver's front wheel loosen lugs before you
lift the car if you don't have an impact. Pull the spark plug wires out of the valve cover and set
them aside mark them with a sharpee, one closest to the crank pulley is 1. Removing the spark
plugs makes it much easier to rotate the engine by hand. Remove the bolts holding down the
valve cover and gently pry it up at a point that isn't critical to sealing - or tap it with a rubber
mallet. Put a socket on the crank pulley bolt, run an extension through the access hole in your
wheel well, set your ratchet to loosen, and crank the engine counterclockwise until the "UP"
etching in the cam is pointing straight up indicating cylinder 1 is at tdc on its compression
stroke. Watch the rocker arms as you rotate the engine. They must be completely at rest when
you adjust the valve clearance. All the valves for a particular cylinder will be at rest when that
cylinder is at tdc on the compression stroke. Check the valve clearance on cylinder 1 closest to
crank pulley. Use your. But the. If it does, insert the. When you feel it contact the feeler gauge,
gently pull back on the gauge. It should be locked in place. Loosen the screw just a hair until
you can barely free the gauge it should drag. Be careful not to press down on it with the jam nut
tool. Now try inserting the. It should not fit don't force it. Next is 3. The firing order is 1, 3, 4, 2.
Turn the crank pulley until the cam pulley turns 90 degrees counterclockwise. The "UP" etch
mark will face the front of the vehicle. Go through the cycle a few times until you are
comfortable that each valve is consistent. Then torque the lock nuts and check it one last time.
Clean the gasket mating surface. Put the upper timing belt cover in place. Put the valve cover
gasket into the valve cover and apply the liquid gasket at the sharp corners where the
distributor and cam pass through the valve cover. Press the valve cover in place and install the
bolts in a swirl pattern starting in the center. First torque them by hand and then with the torque
wrench according to the spec. If you over tighten these bolts they break very easily. I don't
exactly index the plugs as that would require special washers. But I mark them with the sharpee
so I can make sure the ground strap doesn't face the intake ports. Hold the wheel in place and
hand tighten the lug nuts so the wheel fits evenly. Then tighten them as much as possible
before putting the car on the ground and torquing them to spec. On most Civics you simply
unplug the battery or remove the 7. Make sure no oil is leaking from the valve cover and that
there's no excessive valvetrain noise or other obvious problem. In most cases you'll notice the
car is more peppy, the idle is smoother, and you'll pick up some mpg. Maintenance Schedule
According to the manual, you should adjust the valves every 12 months or 15, miles. Lift the Car
Pull the ebrake, put the car in neutral, chock a rear wheel, jack up the front end, put a jackstand
under the driver's front jack point, let the car down, pop the hood. Remove the Spark Plugs Pull
the spark plug wires out of the valve cover and set them aside mark them with a sharpee, one
closest to the crank pulley is 1. Remove the Valve Cover Remove the breather hose from the
valve cover. Remove the core support ground wire from the valve cover. Remove the 10mm
bolts holding the upper timing belt cover and remove it. Find TDC Put a socket on the crank
pulley bolt, run an extension through the access hole in your wheel well, set your ratchet to
loosen, and crank the engine counterclockwise until the "UP" etching in the cam is pointing
straight up indicating cylinder 1 is at tdc on its compression stroke. Cylinder 1 Valve Clearance
Check the valve clearance on cylinder 1 closest to crank pulley. Repeat this using the. Cylinder
3 Valve Clearance Next is 3. Cylinder 4 Valve Clearance Next is 4. The "UP" etch mark will face
downward. Cylinder 2 Valve Clearance Next is 2. The "UP" etch mark will face the rear of the
vehicle. Double Check Go through the cycle a few times until you are comfortable that each
valve is consistent. Reinstall the Valve Cover Clean the gasket mating surface. Re-install Spark
Plugs I don't exactly index the plugs as that would require special washers. Reinstall the Wheel
Hold the wheel in place and hand tighten the lug nuts so the wheel fits evenly. The rest of the
installation procedure is the reverse of removal. Test Drive the Vehicle don't wait until Monday
morning to find out if you did something wrong! Your cap should marked for number 1 and then
the others are counterclockwise around the cap. Take a look at the documents and let me know
if you have questions. It will not start. Can you help? Was this answer helpful? Can I get the
firing order [ with the engine rotation along with a diagram of the spark plug wires on the

distributor cap please? Do you. I attached the info you requested. Thanks Images Click to
enlarge. Was this answer. I was doing a tune up on my Accord and I think I must have the wiring
wrong or I hit the timing, so I need to know what the wiring and timing is for my accord. Hi
philipn, Firing order is 1 - 3 - 4 - 2. Can I get the engine firing order please? Will this work? I took
off the spark plug wires and forgot which one goes where. Can you please help me out. It's on a
98 Accord 4cyclinder, 2. Thanks for your help. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us
know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Hello, my info showed this. After a
couple of days when the weather got warmer the car turned on. In summer time when it rains it
doesn't turn on either until the weather gets dry and the sun comes out. I have changed: Spark
plugs, spark plugs wires, distributor, checked if gas was coming in engine and it is, charged
battery at advance auto part and battery is fine, changed starter not to long ago but the problem
persist. I would like to know what else do you advise me to check because I runned out of ideas
of what is wrong with my car. I also took out the spark plugs cables and did not pay attention of
the position of the cables in the distributor cap. Could you tell me how to put them back where
they belong. Four cylinder front wheel drive automatic 17, miles. Would you please send me a
diagram of the firing order from the distributor to the engine? I got mad at my husband and took
the wires out and now it is not running properly. So to redeem myself he said I have to find out
the firing order. Thank you, Kim P. Here is the firing order for you engine below : Check out the
diagrams Below. Images Click to enlarge. It is 1,3,4,2. Here is a picture so you can see the
distributor and its rotation as well as the firing order. Let me know if you need any thing else. I
replaced my distributor and I forgot to diagram the firing order. Is there a diagram of the firing
order? Hello and thanks for using 2CarPros. The are two different 2. I'm attaching the images for
both. Check your vehicle emissions label to know which diagram to go by. It should be under
the hood somewhere. If not, post the VIN number in this thread and I should be able to look it up
for you. Thanks again for using 2CarPros. Good luck! Here you go. This applies to both the
regular 2. Honda is less than forthcoming about telling me which engine your car has. Anyways,
let me know if there's anything else that I can do. Image Click to enlarge. I forgot the firing order
for my car it is the LX model and now I hear a misfire. The reason why is due to me replacing my
distributor I had carelessly unhooked the ignition wires. Now I go on the web and I cannot even
find it. Please login or register to post a reply. Can Anyone Help? What Is The Cause Of What
Does Theis Mean? I Think If I Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Article may contain
affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying purchases. The Honda D16Y7 is a
1. This engine is part of the Honda D series engine family. The D series began production in and
finally ended in With over 21 years of experience with this style engine, Honda had plenty of
time to work out the problems as they appeared. This is one reason why you can still find these
engines on the road today. Photo via Flickr. Starting in , the D16Y7 engine replaced the D15B7
which was available from until This change meant that beginning in , Honda Civics would have
an increased displacement of 1. Due to this upgrade the D16Y7 delivered an additional 4
horsepower. It is important to note that due to new emission laws beginning in , all cars
manufactured in the United States were required to have the new Onboard Diagnostic OBD-II
system. In the D16Y7 was replaced by the D17A1. Again Honda increased the displacement from
1. The base model Honda Civic was not marketed as a high performance engine since it only
had horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The D16Y7 is not very popular among tuners because it has
a single overhead cam and is not equipped with VTEC technology. In contrast, the high
performance Honda Civic EX model only got 30 mpg city and 35 mpg highway. The bore is 2.
Honda set the compression ratio for the D16Y7 engine at 9. Since Honda had 12 years of
experience producing the D series engine before they released the D16Y7, there are very few
problems with this engine. In fact, it is not uncommon to find used Civics with this engine that
have over , miles and are still going strong. The block and head are both constructed out of
aluminum, making this a lightweight, efficient engine. The head features a single overhead cam
with 4 valves per cylinder. By only using a single overhead cam, Honda was able to keep cost
and maintenance to a minimum with this engine. The D16Y7 is still a popular engine and can be
found in Civics all over the country. However, this engine was greatly overshadowed by the
performance found in the Honda VTEC engines of the same time period. That being said, with
only horsepower this engine was designed for great gas mileage and durability, not
performance. After the D16Y7 was phased out, Honda increased the size of the engine found in
the base model Honda Civics and gave them extra horsepower. Electrical problem 4 cyl Four
Wheel Drive Automatic Km miles I just change my spark plugs, distrubutor cap, rotor, air filter.
The reason why I did this iis because I failed the emmission test for HC on idle only. The
standard was and I got Because the age of the vehicle, I decided the change the above. After the
change to my dissapointment, the engine miss, back fired and smell high scent of gas. I
repaired it
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myself and I believed I mix up the firing order of the spark plug wires. Please describe the
firing order for my vehicle. A diagram accompanying would be appreciated. Do you. Hello, Here
is the engine ignition firing orders for both 4 and 6 cylinder engines below and a guide on how
to change your spark plugs in case anyone needs it. Please let us know if you need anything
else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. You sure its not a 1.
Here is a picture off a civic. Image Click to enlarge. I have a 99 honda crv lx it was chugging so
we have changed the cap and rotor as well as the plug wires but the firing order of wouldnt start
with this so it is at now and it starts but seems to be on only 2 cylinders does this mean the
timing is off SPONSORED LINKS. A firing order always starts at no. Please login or register to
post a reply. They Say It Requires 3 And Required Light Flashes 10 Times. What Does That
Mean? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

